PROGRAMME

10 MAY
13:30 - 14:00
Welcome to the University of Padua and to the MSCA MaRaThoN. Introducing the goals of the MSCA MaRaThoN and Unipd main initiatives to support MSCA Fellows
>> International Research Office

14:00 - 17:00
e-Meet the Expert – Excellence, Implementation and Impact sections. Template and suggestions
>> Ciro Franco and Egill Boccanera

17:00 - 17:30
From theory to practice: group work on project proposal
>> Antonio Opramolla

11 MAY

12 MAY
Live group workshops
>> MSCA MaRaThoN participants

13 MAY
Interview with the MSCA Fellows hosted at the University of Padua

13 MAY
14:00 - 16:30
Evaluators’ feedback to the groups: final discussion and wrap up
> Egill Boccanera, Antonio Opramolla

17:00 - 17:30
Goodbye live stream meeting with the International Research Office

TIME ZONE • GBT + 1
- LIVE GROUP WORKSHOPS
- MANDATORY LIVE STREAM CLASSES

10 - 13 MAY 2022
mariecurie.marathon@unipd.it
www.unipd.it/en/msca-marathon22